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Key Points
◆◆ U.S. policy toward the continued
rule of Syrian President Bashar alAsad is partly based on the impact
his rule has had in Syria. Asad’s
fall might not bring improvement
for the Syrian people. But the
argument that Asad, odious as he
may be, provides stability now
looks less and less convincing.

◆◆ Whether Asad stays or falls, the
current Syrian unrest could have
profound implications on the
Middle East in at least four ways:
the impact on Iran, Asad’s closest
strategic partner; the perception of
the power of the United States and
its allies; the stability of neighboring states; and the impact on Israel.

◆◆ The more Asad falls on hard times,
the more Tehran has to scramble
to prevent damage to its image
with the “Arab street” and to its
close ally, Lebanese Hizballah.

◆◆ Asad’s overthrow is by no means
assured, and U.S. instruments to
advance that objective are limited. The U.S. Government decision
to call for his overthrow seems to
have rested on a judgment that
the prospects for success were
good and the payoff in the event
of success would be high.

Post-Asad Syria: Opportunity
or Quagmire?
by Patrick Clawson

T

he government of President Bashar al-Asad in Syria faces strong pres-

sure from its neighbors and the Western powers. In the background
is the fall in 2011 of longstanding governments in Tunisia and Egypt

to popular protests and, of course, the overthrow of Libyan leader Muammar
Qaddafi in a civil war backed by North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO)

military action. It is not clear if Asad will fall or if he will hold on to power. It
is fair to say that because his hold on power is sufficiently in doubt, it is well

worth examining what would be the strategic consequences if he fell and what

would be the strategic implications if he is able to muddle through Syria’s cur-

rent difficulties. Moreover, given the many sudden and unpredicted Middle East
developments in 2011, such an examination should note which low-probability
developments might have major impacts on the region and on U.S. interests.

Would Asad’s Fall Be Good for Syria?
It is not clear how disordered the process of Asad’s overthrow might be or

what would be the character of a post-Asad government.

To start with the transition, there is the risk of a violent civil war. Asad

seems determined to rally Syria’s Alawite minority to support him by exploiting the real risk that if he is overthrown, the more than 40 years of Alawite

dominance over the state will end.1 Although the Syrian government prevents
the collection of information on the ethnic breakdown of the Syrian army, it is

believed that the Alawites dominate the officer corps while Sunnis comprise

a much larger rank and file. If provoked, Sunnis could exact revenge on the

Alawites, who make up about 12 percent of Syria’s population.2 Thus, although
the Alawites may not like the Asad regime, they feel compelled to stick with it
because of sectarian identity.3

The majority of soldiers in the key units being used for repressing protestors—

namely, the Republican Guard and the 4th Mechanized Division—have proved
www.ndu.edu/inss
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willing shock troops against ordinary Syrians. In the rest

a fragile state, which might not be much of an improve-

been largely by individual soldiers rather than whole units.

Group (ICG) report calling for Asad’s overthrow was

of the military, a few breaks have appeared: defections have
4

Asad is also playing to anxieties about Sunni extremism

among the Christian community; Christians make up
about 10 percent of the population and are important to

the economy. If Asad successfully exacerbates sectarian tension, then his downfall might come only through serious

intersectarian strife. Indeed, by November 2011, sectarian
tensions in Homs, Syria’s third-largest city, were leading

to multiple deaths each day and to increasing population
movements out of ethnically mixed neighborhoods.5

Perhaps the best way to minimize potential sectar-

ian violence is to encourage a split between Asad and
key military officials including Alawites, such that he is

overthrown from within and the old system continues,
presumably with at least some reforms and greater open-

ness. Nevertheless, the prospects for splitting the existing
security elite from Asad do not look promising, which
some take as an argument for why Asad’s rule, unpleas-

ant as it has become, is better than the alternative. Just

ment for the Syrian people. An International Crisis
blunt about post-Asad risks:

If and when . . . the regime falls, Syrians will
have no option but to start almost entirely from
scratch. A weak and demoralised army, whose

role in the current crisis has earned it no respect,
cannot constitute the backbone of an emerging state.

The police are notoriously corrupt and unpopular,
as is the justice system as a whole. . . . Ethnic and
sectarian fault lines run deep in a highly divided
society. With powerful and, so far, determined

security services, feeble state institutions, and fragile
social structures, Syria offers a stark contrast with

Egypt and Tunisia, where weak regimes coexisted

with relatively strong states—in terms of their
institutions—and relatively strong societies—in
terms of their degree of cohesion and organisation.6

There are strong counterarguments to the realist thesis

how a transition could take place is uncertain; equally

that Asad’s continued rule, unpleasant as it is, is the only

ernment. Who would rule under these circumstances?

Asad’s rule provides stability when his forces are shelling

unclear is what Syria would look like under a new govOne possibility would be a coup d’état from within,

preserving Alawite rule. That could lead to a new Syria

that does not look especially different from the old one.
The new rulers might well continue Asad’s long-estab-

lished practice of promising reforms when pressured by

popular protests, only to back away once the heat is off.
Even if the change in government brought new freedoms, so long as the extensive security apparatus remains

in place, the new authorities would be well-positioned to
reintroduce the old controls quietly and steadily. Since
a coup from within would continue Alawite rule, the

old Alawite elite presumably would block any genuine

way to prevent calamity inside Syria. It is hard to argue that
more and more Syrian cities, with little discernible effect
on protests, which resume at full force once the military
shifts its attention elsewhere. Asad is already playing the

sectarian card and the longer he stays, the more likely it is
that sectarian tensions will grow. Furthermore, the protests

are increasingly accompanied by armed conflict. The armed
opposition operating under the name Free Syrian Army
has launched some audacious attacks and appears to be

gaining strength.7 If the choice is between certain blood-

shed while Asad rules and prospective bloodshed if he
goes, that alone is a good reason to call for his overthrow.8

Furthermore, even if Asad were able to reassert con-

popular voice in the government and exploit Alawite and

trol, it is by no means clear how long he could maintain it.

oppressive toward minorities.

dom and political say might well resurface. Suppressing

Christian fears that democracy means Sunni rule that is

If Asad’s overthrow leads immediately or ultimately

to the collapse of the existing system, Syria will become

2
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Later, if not sooner, the same popular demands for freethe current protest wave might bring only temporary stability, with instability returning at some point. A similar
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argument can be made about any coup that would keep
the old system of Alawite rule in place; perhaps it would
temporarily restore order, but its long-term prospects look

poor. In short, it is not clear how to minimize bloodshed

and sectarian tensions in Syria, nor is there any guarantee

that a post-Asad government would better serve the Syr-

given the risks that the transition could be messy and the
outcome not an improvement for the Syrian people.

Asad’s Fall Could Have Profound
Implications for the Middle East
Besides the issue of what is in the best interests of

ian people.

the Syrian people, another concern to the United States

ern powers to call on Asad to leave office was explained

date of Asad’s rule is an important indicator of what may

The August 18, 2011, decision by the major West-

as necessary because he had become a force for instability, as well as because of identification with the goals
of protestors. To quote the opening lines of President
9

Obama’s statement:

The United States has been inspired by the
Syrian peoples’ pursuit of a peaceful transition to
democracy. They have braved ferocious brutality at

the hands of their government. They have spoken

with their peaceful marches, their silent shaming
of the Syrian regime, and their courageous
persistence in the face of brutality—day after
day, week after week. . . . We have consistently

said that President Assad must lead a democratic

transition or get out of the way. He has not led.
For the sake of the Syrian people, the time has
come for President Assad to step aside.10

As Obama’s statement suggests, what tipped

the scale is U.S. identification with protestors’ goals.
Washington interpreted the protests as showing “the
strong desire of the Syrian people . . . for a Syria that

is the international impact of Asad’s fall. The record to
happen if he remains president, but the changed circumstances owing to the 2011–2012 tumult might cause a
shift in his government’s capabilities and intentions.

Whether Asad stays or falls, the current Syrian un-

rest could affect the Middle East in at least four ways:
◆◆ impact

on Iran, Asad’s closest strategic partner

◆◆ perception

of the power of the United States and

its allies, particularly including Turkey

◆◆ stability of neighboring states, especially Iraq, Leb-

anon, and Jordan

◆◆ impact

on Israel.

What happens in each of these areas could depend

both on how events occur as much as on what events oc-

cur—on how Asad falls or how he reestablishes control,
not only on whether he falls or stays. Running through

all the permutations would be a lengthy and not neces-

sarily fruitful exercise. It is more useful to note the interests at stake and the range of possibilities.

An important variable will be the extent to which a

is democratic, just, and inclusive,” in Secretary of State

future Syrian government, under Asad or not, would con-

tives for decades has been not only U.S. policy, but an

foreign policy. It seems likely that a post-Asad government

Hillary Clinton’s words. The support of those objec11

important national security interest. Successive U.S.
administrations have argued that democratic govern-

ments provide the best hope for a peaceful and prosperous world.

12

In short, the danger of chaos in a post-Asad Syria

is real; only when it appeared that the chaos would be
greater if Asad stayed did the U.S. Government decide to

support his overthrow. This was not an easy call to make,
www.ndu.edu/inss

centrate on the country’s domestic problems, rather than its

would concentrate its attention at home. If Asad reasserts
control, then perhaps he will also seek to focus on the home
front, but perhaps he will lash out at those he sees as having

exacerbated his problems, namely, the United States and its
regional allies, including Turkey and friendly Arab League
states. Asad also may see tensions with Israel as a way to

rally popular support. Most likely, even if Asad wishes to
be active on some foreign policy front, his ability to be so
SF No. 276
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would be more limited than before the recent troubles. For
one thing, Syria’s finances are in much worse shape.

The Asad Record
Like his father Hafez al-Asad, who ruled Syria from

1970 to 2000, Bashar al-Asad promoted the image of
Syria as a force for stability because it did not attack Is-

rael or allow terrorist attacks against Israel from its territory. The reality did not correspond to that image. Asad
has frequently violated Syria’s international obligations
in order to promote instability and threaten peace. Consider just a few of the many examples:

◆◆ Syria engaged in clandestine nuclear activities, which

led the International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA)

cepted at sea while bound for Syria, most notably
the MV Monchegorsk, which was intercepted in the

Red Sea by the U.S. Navy in January 2009. Cyprus, to
which the vessel was diverted, wrote to the Security

Council committee responsible for monitoring UN-

SCR 1747; the committee’s report showed the ship

left Bandar Abbas, a strategic port in southern Iran,
bound for Latakia, Syria, laden with several tons of
shells, bullets, and explosives.17 Turkey has forced sev-

eral planes to land that were reportedly carrying arms

from Iran to Syria, most recently in April 2011 and
then again in August 2011.
◆◆ Despite

repeated promises to American secretaries

board of governors to notify the United Nations

of state—most explicitly to Colin Powell—Syria

with its international treaty obligations.13 The IAEA

its international headquarters in Damascus.18 All

that the building destroyed at the Dair alzour site was

a terrorist group. The Middle East peace process

to the Agency.”14 The only other countries reported

(EU), Russia, and the UN—warned against assis-

North Korea and Iran.

including renouncing violence.19 The irony is that

(UN) Security Council about Syrian noncompliance

continues to allow Hamas to maintain unimpeded

concluded, “the Agency assesses that it is very likely

major industrial countries categorize Hamas as

a nuclear reactor which should have been declared

“Quartet”—the United States, the European Union

by the IAEA board to the UN Security Council are

tance to Hamas until it meets a set of conditions,

◆◆ 
Adopted

to end the 2006 Israel-Hizballah war,

United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1701 mandates that governments prevent the

sale or transfer of weapons, ammunition, equipment,
and training to “entities or individuals” in Lebanon.15

Within a month of its adoption, Turkish authorities
intercepted a Syrian aircraft carrying weapons from

Iran to Hizballah. UN follow-up teams report that
arms regularly cross the Syria-Lebanon border, presumably en route to Hizballah.

rather than Syria moving away from the terrorist
group Hamas, it is Hamas that is reducing its reliance on Syria because of Hamas’s concern about
Syria’s negative image among its target audience.20

◆◆ 
Since

2003, Syria has facilitated the flow of in-

surgents into Iraq, destabilizing its neighbor and

providing material support to the terrorists who have

killed so many Iraqi civilians and American Soldiers. These actions have not only been detrimental

to U.S. and Iraqi interests, but they have also flouted

March 2007 UNSCR 1747, one of several im-

the repeated Security Council calls for countries to

mandates that “all States shall prohibit the procure-

tember 2003 testimony before the Senate Armed

Iran by their nationals, or using their flag vessels or

Paul Wolfowitz held up the passports of foreign

cilitating the shipment of Iranian arms to Hizballah.

that they had gone through Syria.22 In September

◆◆ The

posing sanctions on Iran over its nuclear program,

4

Several shipments of Iranian arms have been inter-

assist the new Iraqi authorities.21 During his Sep-

ment of such items [arms or related materiel] from

Services Committee, Deputy Secretary of Defense

aircraft.”16 Syria regularly violates this mandate by fa-

fighters encountered by U.S. forces in Iraq to show
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2007, General David Petraeus gave an interview to

sustaining a massive military effort for a small country.

described how Syria allowed thousands of insur-

national Institute for Strategic Studies, Israel has more

Lebanese magazine al-Watan al-Arabi in which he

gents to land at Damascus International Airport
and then cross into Iraq. The flow continues: In De-

cember 2010, U.S. counterterrorism officials noted
an increase in the number of insurgents crossing
through Syria into Iraq.

Moreover, Syria in effect occupied its neighbor Leb-

anon for decades until 2006. While the Lebanese govern-

According to The Military Balance 2011 from the Inter-

combat-capable aircraft, and its army has more activeduty soldiers, than either Britain, France, or Germany.24

Upon mobilization of reserves, Israel’s army would have
more soldiers than Britain, France, and Germany combined, and Israel has more than twice as many tanks as

those three countries taken together. It is no surprise that
Asad refrains from taking on such a force.

Meanwhile, Asad has supported Hizballah, which

ment was coerced into acquiescing to the Syrian military

has launched attacks on Israel. The 2006 Israel-Hizballah

Lebanese sovereignty. In its September 2004 UNSCR

shipments to Hizballah including both Syrian-made and

presence, that arrangement was a transparent violation of

1559, the Security Council “call[ed] upon all remaining

war provided graphic proof about extensive Syrian arms

foreign-made weapons.25 During that war, Syria played

foreign forces to withdraw from Lebanon.” Syrian forces

a provocative role, as it often did in the past when Israel

of a million Lebanese protesting and a concerted inter-

The frequent Hizballah attacks on Israel, mostly by mor-

did not leave until forced to do so by the combination

national campaign led by France and the United States,
with strong Saudi support.

Both Bashar al-Asad and his father, former president

took retaliatory action against terrorists in Lebanon.26
tar and rocket fire, continued until Hizballah was bruised

in the 2006 war. In the last 5 years, not one bullet or
rocket from Hizballah has been fired on Israel.27 There is

Hafez al-Asad, have had a false reputation for being forces

no evidence that Syria played a role in halting the Hiz-

quite different. They did not take on Israel in the domain

In short, Asad’s Syria has sponsored terrorism, inter-

for stability and de facto peace with Israel. The reality was

ballah attacks on Israel.

where Israel is strongest and Syria is weak—namely, con-

fered in the affairs of its neighbors, pursued weapons of mass

international disputes should be settled peacefully, but

Those are not the actions of a government that promotes

ventional war. That was not out of any conviction that

instead out of necessity. After the 1978 Camp David Ac-

cords, Hafez al-Asad learned a painful lesson from his un-

successful effort to reach strategic parity (his term) with

Israel. Despite massive funding from Arab states in the
1980s and free delivery of advanced weapons from the

destruction, and flouted its international treaty obligations.
regional stability. A more accurate reading is that Asad did
much to undermine the stability of the Middle East.

Impact on Iran
Iran has been described as a “strategically lonely”

Soviet Union, Syria could not match Israel militarily. The

country with few close friends on the international

was rescued only by rising oil revenue and renewed Arab

exception: the Islamic Republic and the Asad govern-

against Saddam Hussein’s invasion of Kuwait.23

years.29 Adjusting to Asad’s fall would pose a great chal-

effort drove Syria into an economic crisis from which it
generosity once Syria joined the U.S.-led coalition in 1990
In other words, it was Israeli effort, with support

by the United States, to maintain a strategic deterrent
that kept either Hafez al-Asad or Bashar al-Asad from
pursuing the use of force. Israel has deterred Syria by
www.ndu.edu/inss

scene.28 Iran’s relationship with Syria has been the great

ment have been close strategic allies for more than 30
lenge to the Islamic Republic.

It would be a great challenge for Iran to sustain the

support of the “Arab street,” which it has highly prized,
if Tehran is seen as backing a brutal dictator, rather than
SF No. 276
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a champion of opposition to Western domination. In-

to belittle the democratic opposition as stooges of a

falls depending on how well its radical policies are far-

For many months after the protests in Syria started,

deed, Iran’s popular image in the Arab world rises and

failing West.31

ing. In 2006, when the United States was mired in Iraq,

Iran vigorously defended Asad and denounced the protests,

against the Hizballah movement in Lebanon, Iran was

should reject. Supreme Leader Ali Khamenei has warned,

and Israel had conducted unpopular military campaigns
riding high. In a June 2011 poll, James Zogby found

which were presented as a Western plot that good Muslims
“In Syria, the hand of America and Israel is evident.”32 Ma-

Iran’s negative rating in Morocco to be 85 percent com-

jlis Foreign Affairs Committee Chairman Alaeddin Borou-

63 percent negative compared to 82 percent positive in

two choices. The first is for us to place Syria in the mouth

pared to 92 percent positive in 2006; in Egypt, Iran was
2006; in Saudi Arabia, 80 percent negative compared
to 85 percent positive in 2006; and in the United Arab

Emirates, 70 percent negative compared to 68 percent
positive in 2006. Zogby attributed these changes to the
30

impact of the Arab spring, Iran’s repression of protests in
2009, and the continuing nuclear impasse. Presumably
Iran’s support for Asad was not yet a major factor, since
protests in Syria had not turned so bloody in June when
the poll was taken. Nevertheless, the poll shows the chal-

lenge Iran faces when its radical stance, such as support
for Asad in face of popular protests, does not look so

jerdi expounded, “In regard to Syria, we are confronted with

of a wolf named America. . . . The second choice would be
for us to contribute to the termination of the clashes in

Syria. The interests of the Muslim people command that

we mobilize ourselves to support Syria.” Both the United
States and the EU have said that Iran sent elements from its

Revolutionary Guards’ Quds Force to Syria to assist in the

repression.33 The Iranian state and hardline media give little

attention to developments in Syria, but for many months,
what mention they gave was to strongly support the Asad
regime and belittle the protestors.

Asad’s fall would be a particularly difficult blow

successful or important.

for hardliners who have interpreted Asad’s troubles as

“resistance narrative” that radical Islam is the wave of

the protests in Iran after the contested 2009 presidential

Asad’s problems fit poorly with Iranian leaders’

history and is supported by the region’s peoples, while
the United States and its allies—Israel and the moderate Arab states—are on the wane and lack popular
support. Iran’s leaders interpret world developments

in light of their conviction that Western liberalism is a

failed system destined to be replaced by radical Islam.
They see U.S. problems in Iraq and Afghanistan, as
well as Israel’s problems in the 2006 war with Hizbal-

a Western plot similar to that which they think caused
elections. Ahmad Mousavi, former Iranian ambassador
to Syria, put it most clearly: “Current events in Syria

are designed by the foreign enemies and mark the sec-

ond version of the sedition which took place in 2009 in
Iran.”34 Khamenei has for years warned that Iran is at

great danger of a sudden “color revolution”—what Iranian hardliners call a “soft overthrow”—whipped up by
Western agents.35 If Asad is overthrown in the aftermath

lah, as proof that the American way of war can be suc-

of Western governments calling for him to step down,

their view, can lead to America eventually withdraw-

similar fate. Already in February 2011, thousands of pro-

cessfully countered by sustained resistance, which, in
ing from the region. They have interpreted the “Arab
spring” as proof that Arab peoples are inspired by

the example of Iran’s Islamic revolution, overthrow-

ing authoritarian pro-Western governments to install

Islamist democracies. This narrative has been used to
justify the hardline revolutionary stance at home and

6
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that may increase Khamenei’s worries that he may face a
testors took to the streets in Tehran and other major Ira-

nian cities, chanting slogans such as, “Ben Ali, Mubarak,
it’s Sayid Ali’s [that is, Sayid Ali Khamenei’s] turn.”36

On the other hand, if Asad emerges from his current

troubles, Khamenei may well interpret this as confirmation of the wisdom of a tough, uncompromising stance

www.ndu.edu/inss

such as he took in the face of the 2009–2010 protests in

Iran—a stance that he presents as having prevailed over
the worst that the West could do against Iran.

tain its current military posture, deter an Israeli attack or
restock in the event of an actual armed confrontation.”40

A further complication for Iran is that its stance

If Asad’s fall seems imminent, Iran will presumably

about Syria has shaken the Turkish establishment’s view

“betting on all horses in the race”—a phrase used by U.S.

cently as June 2010, Turkey and Brazil brokered a high-

hedge its bets, in line with Tehran’s general practice of
officials to describe Iran’s policy of simultaneously sup-

porting the Iraqi government and the insurgents fighting that government. Already in autumn 2011, some
37

mild criticism was directed at the Asad regime by Presi-

dent Mahmood Ahmadinejad and his foreign minister,

Ali Akbar Salehi; the former spoke of “needed reforms”
and the latter said Asad should “be accountable to his
people’s legitimate demands.”

38

If Asad did in fact fall, Iran would presumably seek

that Turkey and Iran could strategically cooperate. As reprofile agreement with Iran about nuclear matters, which

infuriated the United States. In the aftermath of the Syria
protests, Ankara is now cooperating closely with Wash-

ington and has become much more suspicious of Tehran.41
Were Asad to fall, it would be interesting to see if the new

Syrian authorities replace their strategic partnership with
Iran with an even closer partnership with Turkey, in what
would presumably sideline Iran from the Syrian theater.

The ICG nicely summarized the impact of Asad’s

to cultivate good relations with the successor government.

fall on Iran as “possibly auguring a profound shift in the

Larajani (whose brothers are head of the judiciary and

than a policy of sanctions or pressure against Tehran

Indeed, important Iranian advisor Mohammad Javad
speaker of the Majlis) has argued that if Asad falls, “the
future relations of Iran and Syria will be as strong as they

are right now” because the successor government would
be dominated by the Muslim Brotherhood.39 While the

successor government might be dominated by the Muslim

regional strategic balance of power—far more significant
could possibly bring about.”42

Perception of the Power of the
United States and Its Allies
A strong argument can be made that U.S. prestige and

Brotherhood, that movement has been defined by its op-

influence around the world suffer if the United States is-

seen as Shi’ites. It would be quite a challenge for the Ira-

The United States has a compelling interest in ensuring

position to the Alawite clan of the Asad family, who are
nian regime, which presents itself as the protector of the

world’s Shi’ites, to be an ally of such a government. The

problem would be exacerbated if Asad’s fall is preceded by
worsening ethnic tensions between Sunnis and Alawites.

Iran’s regional influence would also be hurt if Asad’s

troubles—whether or not he stays in power—hurt the
Hizballah movement in Lebanon, which has been Iran’s
closest international partner. Hizballah’s military might is

an important Iranian instrument of deterrence against an

Israeli attack. That may be difficult to sustain if Asad falls.
As the ICG puts it, “The effect [of Asad’s fall] on Hizbol-

lah arguably would be most visible and immediate. Iran
might well continue to supply the resistance movement

with arms by air or by sea, but the flow inevitably would
be curtailed, making it more difficult for Hizbollah to suswww.ndu.edu/inss

sues a call for Asad’s overthrow and yet he stays in power.
that any time the President of the United States says some-

thing must happen, then it does happen. Indeed, a serious
argument for the U.S. military commitment in Libya was

that President Obama had said publicly that Qaddafi must
go. Talk is not cheap; staking out a position without be-

ing willing to act undermines the credibility of every U.S.
statement. One might note the costly ramifications of al-

leged U.S. encouragement to the Hungarians to rise against

the Soviet imposed regime in 1956. The advancement of

U.S. vital interests is inextricable from the credibility of U.S.
pledges. So it is worth weighing carefully what would be the
practical impact of a U.S. call for Asad’s overthrow.

It is quite clear that Washington has no intention of

leading or supporting a military effort to depose Asad.

Such a military effort might come in three ways: coup,
SF No. 276
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support for an insurrection, or military invasion. It is hard

and respected observers say the tide has turned against

options. The United States has few contacts and little

opportunity for Washington to claim credit for something

to see the United States playing a role in any of these

leverage with the Syrian military, which makes implau-

sible any U.S. effort to split the military from Asad along
the lines of how Washington encouraged the Egyptian

Asad.46 The U.S. call for Asad’s overthrow may provide an
that is going to happen anyway; in geopolitics, it is always
good to be credited for making the sun rise in the east.

Were Asad to muddle through, Washington would

military to break with President Hosny Mubarak. The

face some difficult quandaries. So long as Asad is in

in Egypt, since the Syrian army is a sectarian institution

on Syria, yet it will be difficult to sustain economic and

dynamic of any such split would be different from that
dedicated to perpetuating Alawite rule. A military coup

could reflect a decision by the Alawite elite that Asad
was endangering the Alawite community.

It is not clear if there will be a Libya-style armed re-

sistance that might benefit from external assistance. The
current armed actions by the opposition may turn into a

power, it will be hard to walk back the sanctions imposed
political isolation of the Asad regime if that government
looks like it will be in power for the foreseeable future. If

that isolation lessens, then the United States and its allies

will look like they lost a confrontation with Asad, which
would reduce their perceived clout.

Asad’s overthrow is by no means assured, and U.S.

full-scale insurrection. If so, neither the United States,

instruments to advance that objective are limited. The U.S.

Libya-style military action. Humanitarian buffer zones (on

rested on a judgment that the prospects for success were

NATO, nor Arab League states seems interested in another

the Turkish border, for instance) are a much more plausible
option. As for open U.S. military intervention, America

has no interest in invading Syria, an action which would be

widely condemned at home, around the world, and in Syria.

Government decision to call for his overthrow presumably
good and the payoff, if successful, would be high.

Stability of Neighboring States
Some worry about the impact of the end of the

Without military action, the debate about how

Asad dynasty on stability in neighboring states. The

the question of what impact U.S. actions have on the pro-

President Bashar al-Assad would unleash a cataclysm

Washington can contribute to Asad’s overthrow turns on
testors and on the Sunni business elite, which has been

largely sitting out the regime-protestor confrontation. The

question is whether Washington can galvanize European,
Turkish, and Arab sanctions and condemnation; whether

Washington Post reported as a flat fact that “the fall of
of chaos, sectarian strife, and extremism that spreads

far beyond its borders” in an article with the headline
“‘Doomsday Scenario’ if Syria Falls.”47

Indeed, chaos in Syria would create a space in which

such actions embolden the opposition and raise doubts

various radical nonstate actors could operate; in particu-

whether Asad is likely to fall in any case. It is quite possi-

Kurdistan Workers’ Party fighters targeting Turkey. The

among the regime’s supporters; and, most especially,
ble that these conditions will be met. Important European

countries immediately echoed the August 18, 2011, U.S.
call for Asad’s overthrow, and the EU has moved with un-

characteristic speed to place biting sanctions, culminating
in a ban on imports of oil from Syria. The Arab League
43

has suspended Syrian membership; Jordan’s King Abdul-

lar, it would give a safe haven to Iraqi insurgents and to
spillover effects of Syrian chaos on Jordan and Lebanon
could also be considerable. But such spillover is not guar-

anteed. Most of the neighboring states are quite resilient.
Consider that the chaos in Iraq in 2005–2008 had relatively little impact on the stability of its neighbors.

Furthermore, the problem of spreading chaos and

lah II has called for Asad to step down; Turkey has im-

sectarian strife may be greater if Asad continues to rule.

allows the Syrian opposition to operate in its territory;

the more likely that violence and hatred will spread. It

44

posed a variety of restrictions on Syria, and Ankara openly

45
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The longer the protests and vicious repression continue,
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becomes harder and harder to make the argument that

diplomat, argues that, for Syrian leaders, peace with Is-

Were Asad to fall, that could contribute to the sta-

when their domestic position is strong—something

Asad, unpleasant as he may be, delivers stability.

bility of at least one neighbor, namely, Lebanon. Arguably the greatest challenge to Lebanon’s stability has

been Hizballah’s armed might, which it has at times used
to impose its will on the Lebanese government. Any Syr-

ian government that follows Asad is unlikely to be as
supportive as he has been of Hizballah. Asad has made
no secret of his admiration for Hizballah’s leader Hasan

Nasrallah, who has reciprocated by strongly supporting
Asad during the current crisis. Protestors have responded

rael is a “risky adventure” that they will consider only

which not will happen soon, whether Asad stays in

power or falls.50 He notes the alternative, more pessi-

mistic view: “The failure of the [2000] Geneva Sum-

mit [between Syrian President Hafez al-Asad and U.S.
President Bill Clinton] provided fresh ammunition to

those who had argued since the early and mid-1990s
that Asad had never intended to consummate the negotiations with Israel, and that he was merely interested
in the political dividends accruing to participants.”51

by burning pictures of Nasrallah and chanting against

There is much to support the cynical view that a mi-

ly complicate the situation of Hizballah’s armed forces.

with Israel so as to use a national security justification

Hizballah. The loss of active Syrian support would grave-

U.S. Ambassador to the UN Susan Rice explains, “Hezbollah remains the most significant and most heavily

nority Alawite regime wants continued confrontation
for continued repressive rule over the Sunni majority.52

To be sure, it is hard to see a post-Asad government

armed Lebanese militia. It could not have done so if

agreeing anytime soon to a peace treaty with Israel, which

arms.” Without armed might to back it up, Hizballah

as selling out to Jerusalem. The most likely scenario—

not for Syria’s aid and facilitation of Syrian and Iranian
48

would pose a reduced threat to Lebanese democracy.

Impact on Israel
It is difficult to see how Asad’s overthrow would

make Syrian-Israeli peace less likely. During the 40 years

of Asad family rule, repeated efforts to resolve the Syri-

an-Israeli conflict have come to failure. Long-time U.S.
Middle East peace negotiator Dennis Ross, known for
his optimism, writes:

Between Arabs and Israelis the worst always

seems to happen. . . . The history of peacemaking,
especially between Israel and Syria, suggests that

opportunities are fleeting and fragile. . . . For Arab
leaders—and no one more clearly epitomizes this

attitude than Asad—peace with Israel is a favor,
not a necessity. . . . Arab leaders are easily put on
the defensive by charges that they have surrendered
their rights when compromising with Israel.49

Israel’s leading Syria expert Itamar Rabinovich,

who is both an eminent academic and a prominent
www.ndu.edu/inss

could be characterized by some, including Palestinians,
whether Asad stays or goes—is continued stalemate on
the Syria-Israel peace track. However, a good case can

be made that, in the long run, the prospects for Syrian-

Israeli peace may be better if the Syrian government rests
on a firm foundation of domestic legitimacy, hence not
needing continued conflict with Israel to justify its rule.

Conclusion
Surprisingly, there is little if anything in the exten-

sive public record, extending over months of comments
to the media and testimony to Congress, to suggest that

considerations about the regional impact of Asad’s future were a major part in the deliberations about what
U.S. policy to adopt.53 Perhaps behind closed doors the
arguments made were different from those put out to
the public. Instead, the focus of the policy debate as

reported to the public has been about what is best for
the Syrian people.

Again, the ICG captured the most likely impact

Asad’s overthrow would have on the regional stra-

tegic balance: “For Israel and the U.S. in particular,
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the stakes are huge. The regime’s collapse would sig-

nificantly hurt its allies, whether Iran, Hizbollah or
Hamas, possibly auguring a profound shift in the re-

gional strategic balance of power—far more significant
than a policy of sanctions or pressure against Tehran
could possibly bring about. . . . The ripple effects across
the region would be vast.”54

Perhaps that is too optimistic a view, although it is

difficult to see how the geopolitical complications from
promoting Asad’s overthrow outweigh the strategic ad-

vantages. Nevertheless, there is strong reason to suspect

that the ICG is correct that Asad’s fall would have pro-

found repercussions across the Middle East. Similarly,
were he able to reassert control, that too would have
much impact—on Iran’s confidence that it and its allies
can stand up to Western pressure, on regional percep-

tions of what the West is able to accomplish, and on the

future of democratic forces in the region’s authoritarian
states, including Iran.
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